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 Total Nigeria Plc [TOTAL] 

PEF Inflow propels PAT to profitability 

Recently, major downstream player, TOTAL (“the company or the firm”) 

released its audited financial result for FY-2020. It was evident that the 

peculiarities of the economic lockdown, which included the cancellation of 

local and international flights and the restriction of economic activities (and 

consequently vehicular movement), disrupted the business of petroleum 

products marketers. As a result, TOTAL’s Revenue dipped across all business 

segments. Revenue fell by 29.1% y/y to N204.1bn in FY-2020, Cost of sales fell 

faster by 32.3% y/y to print at N173.9bn in FY-2020. Furthermore, due to the 

decline in sales, Gross Profit and Operating Profit declined by 12.3% y/y and 

64.0% y/y to print at N30.7bn and N3.5bn, respectively. Overall, the company 

recorded a Profit before and after Tax of N2.9bn and N2.0bn respectively (vs 

Profit before and after Tax of N3.0bn and N2.2bn respectively in FY-2019). 

Earnings per Share (EPS) fell by 9.4% y/y to N6.08 per share in FY-2020.   The 

firm proposed a dividend of N6.08 per share. Below, we highlight key details of 

the downstream operator’s performance and our expectations for 2021.  

Weak fuel demand and loss of market share hamper total 

sales:  TOTAL’s FY-2020 performance underwhelmed, as Revenue 

dropped by 29.1% y/y to N204.1bn in FY-2020. Undoubtedly, weaker 

economic activities triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic, which 

sparked a series of strict restrictive measures on the movement of 

people in Q2-2020, hampered sales. Total sales from petroleum 

products declined by 34.8% y/y to N157.0bn (which made up 76.7%) 

whilst sales from Lubricants and others fell by 6.8% y/y to N47.7bn in FY-

2020. Lubricant sales consisted of 23.2% of Revenue in FY-2020.  

Total records weaker demand across all its major segments: On a 

business segment basis, TOTAL experienced   a drop in sales across all 

its reporting segments. Network sales (70% of total sales), which 

measures sales at service stations, declined by 29.2% y/y to N143.3bn. 

General trade (24% of total sales), which tracks sales to corporate 

customers, declined by 19.9%, as lockdown activity meant offices 

were fully or partially closed in 2020. Revenue from its Aviation 

segment (6% of total sales) dropped by 53.2% y/y to N12.2bn, as 

domestic and international travel restrictions led to a reduction in 

sales of Jet-fuel and other aviation products. 
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Cost of sales falls faster than recovery: Cost of sales remained relatively large compared 

to Revenue due to the sheer nature of downstream oil and gas service. As such, Cost of 

sales declined faster than Revenue in FY-2020, down 32.3% y/y to N173.9bn in FY-2020. As 

such, the firms’ cost margins printed at 85.0% in FY-2020 vs 88.0% in FY-2019.  

Consequently, Gross profit declined by 12.3% to N30.2bn in FY-2020. However, Gross 

margin improved mildly to 14.8% in FY-2020, from 12.0% In FY-2019.   

Similarly, TOTAL’s Operating Profit printed lower by 64.0% y/y, owing to weaker demand 

from sales and a 68.3% y/y drop in other income to N1.0bn, which arose from a 99.0% 

drop in Gains on disposal of assets from FY-2019.   

Lower-interest environment and Improved PEF Inflows cushions Net finance cost: The low-

yield environment favoured TOTAL  in 2020, as Net finance cost declined of 973.4%  to 

N629.1mn, a considerable improvement from N6.7bn in 2019. This was due to the average 

interest rate on the firm’s overdraft and bank charges falling to 8.4% in FY-2020, from 14.8% 

in FY-2019. Additionally, the improvement in Net finance cost was boosted by a 175.2% y/

y increase in finance income, mainly owing to a 96.7% y/y increase in inflows from the 

Petroleum equalisation fund (PEF). Noteworthy to mention, adjusting for the PEF inflow, 

PAT would have printed at a meagre N30.0m in FY-2020. Overall, the company recorded 

a Profit before and after Tax of N2.9bn and N2.2bn, respectively, as PBT and PAT fell by 

5.2% y/y and 9.4% y/y. The company proposed a N6.08 per share dividend payment for 

FY-2020, a 9.3% y/y decline from FY-2019. 

Working capital Management -improvement in net cash flows: In terms of working capital 

management, the company’s cash balances, excluding balances with Total’s treasury, 

improved by 10.5% y/y to N4.2bn. This was largely due to a drop in inventory purchases 

and an increase in accounts payable, up 35% to N73.7bn, mostly to the Total SA group’s 

sister companies, resulting in an increase in Total liabilities to N115.0bn from N105.0bn in FY

-2019.  The company’s total amount owned to related subsidiaries increased 418% to 

N31.4bn in FY-2020 (previously N6.1bn).   

Elsewhere, we note that the company generated Net cash from operating activities 

worth N43.5bn in FY-2020 from N15.1bn in FY-2019. This was due to a significant drop in 

inventories, given the fact that the lower fuel demand during the period does not warrant 

building up inventory level. Also, the N2.0bn recorded from the Petroleum Subsidy Fund 

aided cash-inflows.  Finally, the company’s leverage position (using debt/equity) reduced 

to 122.2% in FY-2020 from 140.8% in FY-2019.  
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...TOTAL’s Operating Profit 

printed lower by 64.0% y/

y, owing to weaker 

demand from sales and 

a 68.3% y/y drop in other 

income to N1.0bn, which 

arose from a 99.0% drop 

in Gains on disposal of 

assets from FY-2019.  

The company’s total 

amount owned to 

related subsidiaries 

increased 418% to 

N31.4bn in FY-2020 

(previously N6.1bn).   
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...We review our year-

end target price for 

TOTAL upwards to 

N167.4 per share with 

an upside of 25.0%, 

from its current price of 

N133.9 per share.  

Outlook for TOTAL – Rebound in economic activities to boost demand in 2021 

Our outlook for the downstream oil and gas sector remains moderate. Our position is predi-

cated on an expected rebound in demand for petroleum products and lubricants follow-

ing the lockdown in Q2-2020. However, in our view, this remains the only significant bright 

spot for companies in the downstream oil and gas sector. On the downside, the prospect 

of full price discovery for Premium Motor Spirit (PMS) remains hindered by policy backflips 

by the FGN and NNPC. Also, on the downside, the persistent FX challenges, which makes 

NNPC the largest importer in the market, would mean that TOTAL, for the most part, will 

only earn a distributors’ margin and be unable to capitalise on wholesaler’s margins as the 

NNPC remains the primary wholesaler in the country.  

For lubricants, we are partly optimistic concerning the growth of TOTAL’s lubricant business 

looking forward, considering the FX challenges its competitors will face in 2021, we expect 

TOTAL to leverage on its group structure for FX sourcing, as its lubricant sales segment re-

mains more profitable than the PMS segment. We expect TOTAL to retain its market share 

in this segment. With this in mind, we modelled for improved gross margins in 2021. Also  our 

valuation takes into consideration TOTAL’s efforts to moderate its interest expense by issu-

ing a commercial paper  worth N30bn in late 2020 at 1.75% and 2.0% for its 183-day and 

253-day papers respectively.  

We modelled for TOTAL, incorporating the current market dynamics/fundamentals, which 

show that most downstream firms earn only a retailer’s margin, as shown by the most re-

cent policy backflip by the NNPC and the FGN in Q1-2021. We review our year-end target 

price for TOTAL upwards to N167.4 per share with an upside of 25.0%, from its current price 

of N133.9 per share. We raise our  to BUY recommendation on the stock.  
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Financial Highlights (N'Mn) 

Sources: Company Financials, United Capital Research 

Earnings Flash | Total Nigeria Plc FY-2020 Result 

Financial Highlights (N'Mn)     

Headlines FY-2020 FY-2019 Change 

Revenue 204,721 292,177 -29.9% 

Cost of sales -173,974 -257,125 -32.3% 

  30,747 35,052 -12.3% 

Other Income 1,040 3,338 -68.8% 

Operating Expenses -28,020 -28,341 -1.1% 

Impairment loss -228 -226 0.9% 

Operating Profit 3,539 9,823 -64.0% 

Finance Income 2,263 1,149 97.0% 

Finance Cost -2,892 -7,901 -63.4% 

Profit/Loss Before Tax 2,910 3,071 -5.2% 

Taxation -845 -791 6.8% 

Profit/Loss After Tax 2,065 2,280 -9.4% 

        

  FY-2020 FY- 2019   

Cash and Cash 

Equivalents 31,404 8,233 281.5% 

Trade & Other Re-

ceivables (current) 41,335 45,435 -9.0% 

Trade & Other Paya-

bles 73,485 57,178 28.5% 

Total Debt 34,627 40,634 -14.8% 

Total Assets 143,612 133,788 7.3% 

Net Assets 28,150 28,320 -0.6% 

      

Gross Margin 15.0% 12.0% 3.0% 

Net Margin 1.0% 0.8% 0.2% 

Cost to Sales 85.0% 88.0% -3.0% 

Leverage (Debt/

Equity) 123.0% 143.5% -20.5% 

Leverage (Net Debt/

Equity) 11.4% 114.4% -103.0% 

        

Price(N) 135.9     

        

 EPS(N) 6.1     

BVPS(N) 82.9     

P/E (x) 22.4     

P/BV (x) 1.6     

 ROAE 7.3%     

Final Dividend (N) 6.1     

Dividend Yield  4.5%     
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Investment Rating Criteria and Disclosure 
 

United Capital Research adopts a 3-tier recommendation system for assets under our coverage: Buy, Hold and Sell. These generic ratings are defined below; 
 

Buy: Based on our valuation and subjective view (if any), the expected upside on the stock’s close price as at 31st December is greater than the Asymmetric Corridor around the MPR   

of the Central Bank of Nigeria (which is currently MPR – 500bps; i.e 9%). We consider this as the minimum return that may deserve our holding of a risk asset, like equity.  

Hold: Based on our valuation and subjective view (if any), the expected upside on the stock’s close price as at 31st December is greater zero but less than the Asymmetric Corridor    

around the MPR of the Central Bank of Nigeria (which is currently MPR – 500bps; i.e 9%).  

Sell: Based on our valuation and subjective view (if any), the expected upside on the stock’s close price as at December 31st is less than zero.  

NR*: Please note that in addition to our three rating heads, we indicate stocks that we do not rate with NR; meaning Not-Rated. We may not rate a stock due to investment banking 

relationships, other sources of conflict of interests and other reasons which may from time to time prevent us from issuing a rating on the shares (or other instruments) of a company. 
 

Please note that we sometimes give concessional rating on stocks, which may be informed by technical factors and market sentiments. 
 

Conflict of Interest: It is the policy of United Capital Plc and all its subsidiaries/affiliates (thereafter collectively referred to as “UCAP”) that research analysts may not be involved in 

activities that suggest that they are representing the interests of UCAP in a way likely to appear to be inconsistent with providing independent investment research. In addition, 

research analysts’ reporting lines are structured so as to avoid any conflict of interests. Precisely, research analysts are not subject to the supervision or control of anyone in UCAP’s 

Investment Banking or Sales and Trading departments. However, such sales and trading departments may trade, as principal, on the basis of the research analyst’s published 

research. Therefore, the proprietary interests of those Sales and Trading departments may conflict with your interests as clients. Overall, the Group protects clients from probable 

conflicts of interest that may arise in the course of its business relationships. 

 

Risk Rating 
 

Our Risk rating assesses the likelihood of market price deviating significantly from valuation fair prices. Risk factors limit gravitation of market prices towards target prices or result in 

significant decline in current price and thus swing buy/sell rating from positive to negative or vice versa. Risk factors are broadly grouped into systematic and unsystematic risk. 

Systematic risk (also called market risk or un-diversifiable risk) captures uncertainties or volatilities inherent to the entire market. This also includes macroeconomic shocks emanating from 

government actions or inactions, unanticipated policy pronouncements, external shocks and socio-political tensions which may swing market prices significantly away from targets. 

Unsystematic risk (specific risk, diversifiable risk or residual risk) on the other hand captures company or sector specific uncertainties which can mostly be reduced by diversification. 

These include labour union/industrial actions, corporate governance/management inefficiency, litigation, possible liquidation/winding-down of operation, internal labour unrest, 

government action, policy missteps as well as disruptions resulting from innovation, technology and technical progress etc. 

United Capital Research adopts a 3-tier risk rating for assets under our coverage: High, Medium and Low. The rating scale is ordinal and captures the diverse risks that we deem 

applicable the company of focus. The ratings are defined below; 

High: High probability of an imminent systematic risk or/and unsystematic risk  

Medium: Slightly high (but lower compared to ‘High’) probability of an imminent systematic risk or/and unsystematic risk  

Low: Low probability of an imminent systematic risk or/and unsystematic risk  
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The research analysts who prepared this report certify as follows: 

1. That all of the views expressed in this report articulate the research analyst(s) independent views/opinions regarding the companies, securities, industries or markets discussed in this 

report. 

2. That the research analyst(s) compensation or remuneration is in no way connected (either directly or indirectly) to the specific recommendations, estimates or opinions expressed in 

this report. 

Other Disclosures 

 United Capital Plc or any of its affiliates (thereafter collectively referred to as “UCAP”) may have financial or beneficial interest in securities or related investments discussed in this report, 

potentially giving rise to a conflict of interest which could affect the objectivity of this report. Material interests which UCAP may have in companies or securities discussed in this report 

are disclosed:  

• UCAP may own shares of the company/subject covered in this research report. 
• UCAP does or may seek to do business with the company/subject of this research report 
• UCAP may be or may seek to be a market maker for the company which is the subject of this research report 
• UCAP or any of its officers may be or may seek to be a director in the company(ies) covered in this research report 
• UCAP may be likely recipient of financial or other material benefits from the company/subject of this research report 
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